In this paper, we first look into the personnel assignment of China's universities in the perspective of three "Charters" of the Imperial University of Peking, and conclude that the personnel system of China's university then is characterized by:
that time, the Imperial University of Peking was always taken as a model in China, and its Charters were available in all universities nationwide. In other words, its management of personnel is typical of that of China's universities at that time.
In this paper, we first look into the personnel assignment of China's universities in the perspective of three "Charters" of the Imperial University of Peking, and conclude that the personnel system of China's university then is characterized by:
I Centralization
In 1898 and 1911, besides a little difference between salutations of administers and teachers and those in official school education system, personnel system was considered a successor of official school education system in the late Qing Dynasty, such as centralized governance of the country and administration of schools.
A.Highly centralized authority of the country
It means that all personnel rights of universities were highly centralized with the sovereign. In details, typically, the sovereign empowered the Chancellor of the Imperial University of Peking to concurrently administer education affairs nationwide; and the sovereign approved laws on university development, such as Royally Approved Order or Memorial on the Charters of the Imperial University of Peking. The imperial power, in the late Qing Dynasty of feudal autocracy, was supreme. As an old saying goes that kings have long arms and can do no wrong, all affairs of universities were also under control of the sovereign. In other words, the sovereign had full jurisdiction over all personnel management of universities. Officials must submit to the throne memorials on all issues, from establishment and cancellation of universities, donations and places, appointment of Chancellors of universities and laws on universities; to employment, promotion and award of Branch Supervisor (Chinese: 分科监督 fēn-kē-jiān-dū, now known as the Dean of a faculty in universities) , General Supervisor (Chinese: 总 教 习 zǒng-jiào-xí), Controller (Chinese: 提 调 tí-diào) and teachers and administering staff.
1).The Supreme of the Imperial University concurrently administering education nationwide
The Imperial University of Peking was designed to be a leading institution of the country and the highest educational authority nationwide. The Section I, General Provisions, Chapter I of the Memorial of Zongli Yamen (also known as Tribunal for the Management of Affairs of All Nations, in charge of foreign policies, it is equivalent to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Qing Dynasty ) on the Charters of the Imperial University of Peking by Liang Qichao clearly points out that, "as a leading and admiring institution for all universities in all provinces and all countries, the Imperial University of Peking shall be built with all our efforts for its leading model". Furthermore, "all schools or universities in all provinces, shall be governed by the Imperial University due to their imperfect charters, regulations, inadequate discipline settings, unsound structural forms, and inconvenient information exchange. Their charters, regulations, disciplines and curriculum shall be consistent with the Charters, All these works shall be logically and generally laid out, and then properly arranged".
ii In the Chapter IV of Royally Approved Memorial on the Charters of the Imperial University of Peking, the Imperial University is reaffirmed as a leading institution nationwide. "The Imperial University is eligible to administer all educational issues nationwide, as it represents our national spirits........ All charters and regulations shall be immediately delivered to all education authorities in all provinces." The Charters also specify that, the Imperial University shall collect all overviews of all schools and submit them to the Emperor. In details, the Charters require that, "the Imperial University shall determine formatted book which includes all items that the survey needs, and disseminate it to all schools in all provinces. When each term goes end, all schools in all provinces shall fill with the book as required based on their actual situation, and submit it to the Imperial University who will annually submit to the Emperor after collection and compilation."
iii All regulations hereinabove indicate that, the The Imperial University is a highly centralized organization, its top leaders hold decision power. Though modeled on the Tokyo University concerning disciplines ， curriculum and even buildings of the University, the Imperial University remains official school education system in feudal dynasty in its personnel management, -"top leaders hold centralized power", unlike its Japanese counterparts who have taken into consideration organizational characteristics of university -bottom-heavy and loose coupling structure.
Centralization within university is shown as follows:
1). Powers are centralized with the Minister of Education (Chinese: 管 学大 臣 guǎn-xué-dà-chén), or Superintendent (Chinese: 总 监 督 zǒng-jiān-dū) and Zong ban (it is an official position equivalent to the president of a university).
The Charters of the Imperial University of Peking specify that, Universities, the Zong Ban was empowered to a larger extent.
The Newly-revised Regulations of the Imperial Tientsin University, for example, specify that the Zong Ban shall be responsible for employing and examining all staff of the university, and oust the one who is found to be unqualified. In other words, the Zong Ban was empowered to employ and dismiss all staff of the university.
2). The personnel management in the university was vertically and hierarchically structured. Instead of emphasizing on university as an academic organization, they stoke to the principle that students are inculcated with traditional ethnics and morals of China -"Inspiring spirit of faithfulness and love, correcting attitudes".
Class origin of their graduates is the same as the one in "Imperial Examination System" (also known as kē-jiǎ).
Postgraduates from the Imperial University or from Tong Ru 
C. Nascent idea of teaching staff involved in democratic management of the Imperial University
The idea of democratic management began to appear within the Imperial University. The teaching staff was involved in managing the University in two manners: Instructors are determined by intelligence and self-cultivation, rather than by power or wealthy. Besides, it also has the General Supervisor responsible for teaching, and the Provost responsible for administering teachers.
